
 
 

At Unity Dance Studios we want to create an environment for your students that is not only safe 
for their bodies but safe for their minds and emotions.  We believe that we can be safe without giving in to 
a fearful mindset. Our desire is to continue to walk with all our families during this time, and we commit 
to pouring into our students - even if we are 6 feet apart! 

 
When I am afraid, I put my trust in You. Psalm 56:3 

 
COVID-19 RESPONSE  | Unity Dance Studios has adapted to the COVID-19 pandemic in 

multiple ways. It is our desire to provide a safe and clean environment for all of our students young and 
old. In order to continue in-person dance training, we have expanded our studio spaces by modifying the 
way we conduct dance classes! There are many areas in which we are taking precautions to minimize risk: 

 
1. NEW STUDIO SPACE  | Our facilities have expanded to add an additional studio at both our 

Cleveland and Ooltewah locations! 
➢ UDS | Cleveland is excited to open “Studio C”! UDS | Cleveland has made arrangements 

to change the entrance point from the front terrace to the side double doors. The 
former lobby space will be the newly renovated Studio C .  

➢ UDS | Ooltewah will open an additional space, “Mountain View Studio B”! 
➢ These additions will be used to help the flow of classes and limit the number of people in 

the studio at one time.  
 

2. NEW LOBBY REGULATIONS | Our lobbies at both locations will be used as a pick up and 
drop off point only.  
➢ We ask that students and parents wait in their automobiles until it is time for classes to 

begin! 
➢ If at any point you need to schedule an appointment with an office administrator please 

simply call the front desk - Cleveland  (423-790-5800) or Ooltewah (423-280-6498 ) 
➢ Walk-ins are welcome to come in and speak with UDS staff, but we ask that there will be 

no unnecessary time spent in the building. 
 

3. NEW CLASSROOM GUIDELINES | Each studio will observe social distancing and sanitation 
practices as possible including: 
➢ 6-foot markers on the dance floor 
➢ Sanitation stations at each entrance and exit. Students should sanitize before and after 

each class as well as after barre work in ballet classes. 
➢ Expansion of student cubby/storage areas 
➢ Dance equipment, such as ballet barres and teacher stations will be sanitized after class 

and disinfected at the end of each day 
➢ We recommend the use of masks during entry and exit of the building 
➢ Limiting the amount of physical contact and floor work during class training  
➢ Using thermometers to check students' temperature periodically throughout the Fall 

semester 
➢ Students should come to the studio already dressed for their class to limit the number of 

students changing at UDS facilities.  
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4. NEW ONLINE CLASSES | Online, live-stream access will be available for an additional $5.00 

per month per student. This allows students who have been exposed to COVID-19 or are 
demonstrating symptoms and must quarantine to continue to take classes while at home. UDS 
will welcome students back into the studio for classes when proper quarantine measures have 
been completed or after the student tests negative for COVID-19. We ask that any student who 
feels sick to avoid coming to in-person classes and opt for online streaming. This live-streaming 
service also allows you to take class from a remote location for any reason! If online 
live-streaming is a student’s primary form of training, participation in Unity productions will not 
be permitted. A monthly live-streaming subscription may be purchased at any time and may be 
canceled for the following month. 

 
5. COVID-19 EXPOSURE POLICY  

➢ Should you or someone you know be exposed or demonstrate symptoms of COVID-19, we 
ask that you remain home and utilize the online streaming services offered. UDS reserves 
the right to ask any student, parent or guardian to leave the building should they 
demonstrate symptoms of or have been exposed to COVID-19. 

➢ If any UDS staff member or teacher tests positive for COVID-19, they will be asked to 
remain home and take the proper precautions for quarantine. They will be allowed to 
return only after proper steps have been taken to ensure the safety of staff and students. 

  
ONLINE PRE-REGISTRATION | UDS is working hard to enable online registration for our CURRENT 
students! Please follow these steps in preparation for Fall Enrollment: 

1. Refer to your Student Evaluation and Recommended Class Forms when selecting classes for 
enrollment. 

2. Once you have selected your classes, please fill out this Google Form below: 
a. CLICK HERE FOR PRE-REGISTRATION! 

3. ALL students must sign a new 2020-2021 Liability Waiver. Please log on to your current student 
account and electronically sign our updated agreement form. Upon logging in, a pop-up 
notification will prompt you to electronically sign the new waiver. 

a. CLICK HERE FOR NEW LIABILITY WAIVER 
 
ENROLLMENT OPENING | Our classes are open for enrollment for our CURRENT students starting 
Monday, July 6th.  
***ALL New Students must schedule an appointment to come into the studio to register for classes 
during July. Walk-ins will be welcome during Registration Week - August 3rd-8th. 
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